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1 The ‘Class Debate’ of the early 1990s
From the early 1990s and before there has been a sustained attack on the concept of social class in the UK and elsewhere, largely making the point that it carries a lot of Marxist and historicist baggage, and is demonstrably irrelevant to the analysis of contemporary industrial society (Hindess, 1987; Turner, 1989; Sørenson, 1991). For instance, in 1989, Ray Pahl asked ‘is the emperor naked?’; more recently Pakulski and Waters (1996) have announced ‘The Death of Class’. Class conflict, and class identity, they argue, are notable by their weakness, and other factors, such as gender, race, or lifestyle, offer greater explanatory power.

In a response to these arguments, Goldthorpe and Marshall (1992) announced a ‘promising future’ for class analysis, and argued that on the one hand the more justified criticisms of class analysis were better to be understood as criticisms of particular substantive theories of class, especially Marxist ones, and on the other that a stripped-down, highly analytical concept of social class offered substantial potential as the base of a programme of analysis.

2 The onward march of class theorists
Both sides have come out of the ‘Class Debate’ with refined but fundamentally unchanged arguments. Goldthorpe continues to work with his schema and the logic underlying it, and Marshall has recently published a book called ‘Repositioning Class’ (1997), which makes, and attempts to demonstrate, the claim that class analysis is as useful and effective as it ever has been.

However, it is certainly the case that class analysis has become less fashionable, which is a real problem for researchers based in universities, as fewer students are choosing courses on social class and stratification.

Among recent work, one approach that is particularly interesting, though more theoretically than empirically oriented is represented by John Scott’s recent book, ‘Stratification and Power’ (1996). Scott, like Goldthorpe, Marshall and a lot of other British class analysts, is strongly influenced by Weber, and the message of this book is that Weber’s well-known (and, as Scott points out,
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普遍误读的阶级、地位和政党（或阶级、地位和权力，取决于解释和翻译）的三元结构可以作为协调框架用于分层研究。他的创新是认为韦伯的立场在第三要素，政党，发展得最少，斯科特提出了一个新概念来弥补这个失衡：命令，因此“阶级、地位和命令”。也就是说，通过借鉴诸如帕累托和莫斯卡的作家的工作，他提出了一个社会权力的理论，这种权力来自官僚和机构的权威位置，直接补充了他对(1)来自阶级位置的社会权力的研究（他通过回溯马克思补充了韦伯的分析）和(2)来自地位位置的社会权力的研究（在这里斯科特广泛地引用了帕森斯来扩展韦伯对地位的处理）。结果是一个理论性立场，从中可以以相当复杂的方式处理现代社会的分层，认识到阶级及其极限的重要性：现代社会越来越暴露在经济、计算理性中，因此，阶级位置对生活机会的直接影响变得越来越大，但与此同时，联系和地位仍然重要，而官僚结构变得越来越重要（在宏观水平上，我们有越来越多的超国家官僚机构，而在微观水平上，信息技术的使用给了我们更大的能力来监控）。

斯科特的工作本质上是理论性的，但开放到实证问题：我们中的一群人在埃塞克斯定期聚会，将研究微社会变化研究中心的定量分析重点与社会学家，如斯科特和洛克伍德的理论专长结合起来，以发展一个研究计划。

3 Assessing social classifications: The Goldthorpe Scheme and the ONS Review

另一个重要的发展方向是社会分层研究的日益关注于社会阶层的运作。它测量什么，为什么，它做得好吗？

这涉及两个相关的研究领域：一方面，戈德索普和其他人正在研究他的分层方案及其运作，另一方面，英国政府（通过国家统计局和经济与社会研究委员会）于1994年启动了一项社会分层的评审，旨在开发一个更清晰理论基础的官方方案（为2001年人口普查做好准备）。这一过程涉及大量的社会科学家、政府统计学家和学术或非学术方面的用户之间的讨论，现在处于高级阶段。罗斯和
O’Reilly, who are coordinating the review, have just published a book which outlines the state of the process so far, and presents the current version of the classification scheme. At the risk of gross simplification, this strongly resembles, and is indeed derived from, the Goldthorpe scheme, but within the considerable constraint of a relatively high level of backward compatibility with SEG.

In research carried out as part of this process, it has been found, inter alia, that the interim version of the new classification functions well in grouping occupations (according to its mechanical rules based on occupational description and employment status) that are similar in the characteristics in terms of which the conceptual foundation operates. That is, the basis of the scheme is that it replicates real differences in the social class location of the people it classifies, where aspects of the class location that are considered theoretically important, but are not measured, include things like control over time and task at work, forms of remuneration, security, long-term promotional prospects and so on. Especially in measures related to the features defining, in Goldthorpe’s terms, the service class, the interim classification functions well (as does Goldthorpe’s scheme, naturally).

3.2 Goldthorpe and colleagues on the class scheme
The research for the ONS programme is closely related to work that has been going on for a longer time on the Goldthorpe scheme (e.g., Evans, 1992; Evans and Mills, 1998), which has been focussing on whether the operationalisation of the class scheme measures what it is intended to measure (i.e., its ‘criterion’ validity), and other work which examines the extent to which it can explain other outcomes, such as health, political affiliation (some of which is reported in Rose and O’Reilly (1997); this is its ‘construct’ validity).

Goldthorpe has been focussing on more theoretical implications of his scheme, notably on the case of class differentials in education. In a paper in 1996 he points out that class differentials in education have remained extremely stable in the UK and elsewhere, in the face of substantial growth in participation by all classes, and despite a changing class distribution. This is all the more remarkable for the dramatic change that has taken place in the relative educational attainment of women. He then goes on to propose that this is to be explained in terms of rational responses to the different class situations, notably that different class locations have different resources to invest in education, and in particular that people from less advantaged classes will suffer more badly if their investment in education does not work out. In collaboration with Richard Breen, now Professor of Sociology in Florence (EUI), he expresses this theory in more formal terms (Breen and Goldthorpe, 1997).

In more recent work he turns to criterion validity issues raised by the ONS review and by Evans and Mills: the class scheme is conceptualised in terms of employment relations, but operationalised simply in terms of occupation and employment status, but in practice it successfully groups people with different forms of employment contract. In an unpublished paper (Goldthorpe, 1997) he deals with the problem of why this differentiation should occur, and whether it should be regarded a stable feature of the class landscape. That is, why should there be at one extreme the ‘service contract’ with high autonomy, security and long-term prospects, and at the other the labour contract characterised by highly supervised short-term exchanges of labour for cash.

In an interesting work, which draws on economics (with some reservations)
and in particular the economics of personnel, he finds two important dimensions underlie the distribution of types of contract and their association with class categories. First there is the difficulty of monitoring work: where work is easily monitored with respect to quantity and quality it becomes easy to operate contracts which directly relate reward to output; where it is difficult autonomy must of default be given to the worker. The second dimension is the specificity of the human assets, that is, how easy it is for the employer to replace a given worker (does the worker have a general skill that is rare, or has he acquired valuable firm specific skills?). Where the specificity of assets is high, the employer has an incentive to ensure the worker stays with the firm, where it is low he or she will be much less willing to invest in workers. For typical service class occupations both these dimensions tend to be high: such occupations often involve very specific skills acquired over a long period, and involve work that is hard to monitor in the short term. For unskilled labour both dimensions tend to be low: the work is easily quantified, and the workers are easily replaced. This gives us the two extremes and most occupations fall between them, with specificity of assets and difficulty of monitoring tending to co-vary. However, the supervisory manual class, and class IIA (higher grade routine non-manual) are not on this diagonal: supervisors are relatively easily supervised (they ‘clock on’ etc.) but they have built up relatively high levels of skills, often firm-specific. In contrast, higher grade routine non-manual workers are easily replaced in that their skills are not very specific or rare, but their work is often harder to monitor than that of a factory worker. Thus these categories tend to have the pure form of neither the labour contract nor the service contract, but something in between.

4 Change in employment conditions?

Newer anxieties about stratification and class analysis revolve around suspicions that the social division of labour, the social technology that relates people to the structures of production, is changing in radical ways, especially but not only in respect of salariat type jobs. In recent years there has been a lot of talk – in the mass media and among management ‘gurus’ – of ‘flexibility’, new forms of contract, ‘delayering’, and the end of the ‘job for life’. Much of this is just fashionable talk, and some is undoubtedly just the current terminology for cyclical retrenchment in the face of poor economic growth, but there is nonetheless some real change in employment conditions. Some of this is novel because, belatedly, technology is causing redundancies in white collar occupations previously thought secure, and allowing new forms of control where it was impractical before. There is also a significant growth in self-employment, including among people previously employed in professional and managerial jobs.

Some assert that this is the start of a profound change in employment relations (that the security of Goldthorpe’s service relationship no longer exists, for instance), such that conventional concepts of employment based class are no longer useful. More sceptical voices among them point out that the empirical evidence for such change is lacking (for instance, the ONS review has tended to reinforce conventional views of employment conditions).

However, as researchers are quite aware, since most of them are on fixed-term contracts, there is some real change going on, and it is necessary to analyse it.
4.1 Human capital versus Class

One new approach to analysis that avoids the question of class altogether, developing a competing perspective, is that of Jay Gershuny. He exploits longitudinal data from the British Household Panel Survey\(^1\), and revolves around a human-capital like concept, of economically relevant individual characteristics which both accumulate and decay. These include things like specific qualifications, social networks, work-experience and so on. In predictive terms this is very effective, but it requires extensive longitudinal data. As a perspective it is explicitly micro-sociological and avoids \textit{a priori} macro-level concepts such as class (this may be regarded as an advantage or a disadvantage!).

4.2 Using the BHPS for a longitudinal view on class

I have also been using BHPS longitudinal data to deal with issues of long term change, in particular with respect to the service class. Over the middle of this century it has grown dramatically: is there evidence that its consequences for life chances have changed?

This is a relatively difficult question to answer with retrospective longitudinal data for a number of reasons, but I have framed it in terms of how well being in the service class at age 25 predicts status at age 35, and looked for change in this relationship across cohorts. This is a very narrow way of looking at it but it does have certain advantages for this sort of data: first, it allows fair comparison between cohorts, and second it avoids some of the problems of recall bias, especially those that would affect hazard-rate modelling, but depending only on two relatively well separated observation time-points. Very briefly, loglinear modelling of this data shows a growing level of mobility, including mobility out of the salariat (into either other classes, or in a separate analysis, to non-salariat employment, unemployment and non-employment). However, it is not immediately possible to conclude that the nature of the salariat has changed: several explanations are possible:

- recall bias: perhaps the older cohorts are more likely to wrongly report their statuses, mistakenly claiming to be in the same state at both times
- compositional effect: the distribution of types of job in the salariat may be changing;
- age-pattern changes: with increasing levels of education it may well be that older cohorts are more advanced in their careers by age 25 and therefore the comparison across cohorts is invalid; or
- the salariat is really less secure.

5 Conclusion

This has been a very brief and superficial review of current trends in stratification research in the UK: much that is going on has been ignored for reasons of space. However, it is clear that there is a strong interest in social class measures, both at the level of official statistics and among academics, though academics are not in agreement about whether class is the best way to carry out stratification research.

---

\(^{1}\)This is an annual panel survey of about 5,500 households, or between 9,000 and 10,000 individuals, and began collecting data in 1991. The annual information is supplemented by retrospective work-life histories covering respondents’ entire work lives since first leaving full-time education. It is carried out by the ESRC Research Centre on Micro-social Change, Essex.
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This page lists the issues that the United Kingdom currently has that are related to the environment, such as pollution and contamination. Environmental issues are harmful effects of human activity on the biophysical environment. For the past decade, the state of the environment in the UK has significantly deteriorated both in urban and rural areas. With a population of almost 67 million, such a highly populated and technologically advanced nation grows the environmental suffers. According to the UK